Celebrity Engagement? Rooney
Mara’s Sparkly Diamond Ring
Sparks
Joaquin
Phoenix
Engagement Rumors

By: Emily Green
In the latest celebrity news, actress Rooney Mara might be
engaged to boyfriend Joaquin Phoenix, according to
EOnline.com. Mara was recently spotted wearing a beautiful,
sparkling diamond ring on her left ring finger, leading us to
believe that Phoenix has possibly popped the question. This
celebrity couple was first romantically linked in early 2017,
and confirmed their relationship at the Cannes Film Festival a
few months later.

There may be a celebrity engagement
to confirm soon! What are some ways
to keep your engagement on the
down-low before you’re ready to
announce to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
An engagement is an absolutely wonderful occasion, definitely
worthy of celebration! As wonderful as getting engaged is,
some want to take time for themselves to celebrate, just
between their partner and themselves. Here are some of Cupid’s
tips on keeping your engagement on the down-low, before you
are ready to tell your family and friends:
1. Stay off social media: The more time you spend on social
media, the more likely you’re going to want to make that
Instagram post, that status update, etc. Spend some time off
the internet, off the social media apps, and just enjoy the
here and now.
Related Link: Relationship Advice:
Relationship in the 21st Century
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2. Enjoy time together: An engagement is an amazing milestone
in your relationship! Take this time to celebrate, just you
and your partner. Whether it be going on a special date, or
even just spending time together at home, enjoy it!
Related Link: Dating Advice: 5 Activities for a Fun and Fresh
Date With Your SO
3. Plan how you want to tell your family and friends: People
love to make big announcements to their family and friends
nowadays, so take some time with your partner to plan exactly

how you want to tell your family and friends- over dinner, a
video, a social media post, or a big extravagant surprise,
anything you plan will be an amazing shock to everyone!
What are some ways you have kept your engagement on the downlow? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: ‘DWTS’
Cheryl Burke and Matthew
Lawrence Marry in San Diego

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity news, Dancing With the Stars
pro Cheryl Burke from married her fiancé Matthew Lawrence on
May 23rd in San Diego. According to UsMagazine.com, the
celebrity couple was married at the Fairmont Grand Del Mar.
Burke and Lawrence met on the third season of Dancing With the
Stars when Lawrence’s brother was a contestant on the show,
and began dating in February 2007. The pair got engaged in May
2018.

This celebrity wedding was held in
San Diego. What are some factors to
consider about your wedding’s
location?
Cupid’s Advice:
Your wedding day should be one of the happiest days in your
life, so it is important to find the perfect location for your
big day. The location not only sets the overall tone for your
wedding theme, but it can affect the number of guests you’re
able to invite, and even the type of attire you and your
wedding party wear. Cupid has some advice:
1. Prepare your guest list: When considering where you want to
have your wedding, you need to know how many guests you want
to invite because you will need to make sure you find a
location that can accommodate all of the people you really
want to be there for your special day. If you are planning
your wedding at a faraway location, you will want to consider
whether the guests you truly want to be present will be able
to travel.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Sammi
‘Sweetheart’ Celebrates Engagement to Christian Biscardi
2. The location’s price: Before you tour a possible location

and fall in love with the idea of having your wedding there,
ask about the cost. You do not want to fall in love with a
location or venue only to find out that it is out of your
budget.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Why Harry Hamlin’s Marriage
to Lisa Rinna Works
3. What theme are you planning for your wedding: Certain
locations or venues will work out better for your specific
wedding theme. For example, if you want a summer theme,
somewhere near the beach would be an ideal location.
What are some things you think are important to consider when
choosing your wedding location? Let us know your thoughts in
the comments below.

Celebrity Wedding News: Zoe
Kravitz
&
Karl
Glusman
Secretly Married

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity wedding news, celebrity couple Zoe
Kravitz & Karl Glusman have secretly married, according
to UsMagazine.com. Kravitz is notoriously secretive about her
personal life, but she still plans to have a bigger wedding
ceremony with Glusman in France in June. The happy couple were
introduced by mutual friends in 2016 and started dating soon
after. Glusman proposed in October 2018. Congrats to them!

In celebrity wedding news, Zoe
Kravitz and Karl Glusman secretly
married. What are the benefits of a
small or secretive wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are benefits to a small or secretive wedding you may not
have considered before. So, if you and your partner are
feeling overwhelmed with wedding plans, Cupid has some reasons

why ditching those plans might be a good idea:
1. You and your partner are private: The idea of a big wedding
irks you. Your wedding day is about you. Why not have a
smaller ceremony in the courthouse with you, your partner, and
two of your closest friends?
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Scarlett Johansson & ‘SNL’
Star Colin Jost Are Engaged
2. The ceremony later: Maybe you and your partner just need
time to adjust as a married couple before you go through a
traditional wedding ceremony. You’ll have less to worry about
and everyone can relax!
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Sammi
‘Sweetheart’ Celebrates Engagement to Christian Biscardi
3. Tighter budget: You won’t need to worry about spending
money on a ridiculously expensive wedding. If it makes more
sense to you and your partner to spend the extra money on a
romantic getaway for your honeymoon rather than to wait a full
year for your wedding venue, getting married in a small or
secretive wedding might be ideal. This way, you’ll be able to
focus more on your love for each other rather than stressing
out about the cost of your wedding dress or tux.
What are some other benefits to a small or secretive wedding?
Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Scarlett

Johansson & ‘SNL’ Star Colin
Jost Are Engaged

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest celebrity relationship news, Scarlett Johansson
and Colin Jost are engaged. According to UsMagazine.com, the
celebrity couple confirmed their engagement on May 19th. The
SNL star, Jost, has been known to gush over his now fiancé to
friends and the media over the past couple years,
telling Entertainment Tonight, “It’s hard to have a lot of
complaints, she’s pretty awesome. I’m very happy. I feel very
lucky.” While they have not released a date yet, this is
one celebrity wedding Avengers and SNL fans will be on the
lookout for.

This pair will be planning a
celebrity wedding after two years
of dating. How do you know when
you’re ready to marry your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be tough to know when you’re truly ready to marry your
partner. Cupid has some advice:
1. When participating in your partner’s hobbies doesn’t feel
like a chore: If you are with the person you are truly in love
with, and meant to spend your life with then you will not find
spending time with them, doing things they love exhausting.
Instead, you will pleasure in the joy it brings them to share
their passion(s) with you. Marriage is a lifetime committment,
so you want to know you will enjoy spending your life with
your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Jennifer Lawrence & Cooke
Maroney Host Intimate Engagement Party
2. You enjoy each other’s company: When you are married you
and your partner will be spending the majority of your time
together, just the two of you. Before you make the leap into
marriage, it is important that you can enjoy time together
when it is just the two of you; no friends or outside
distractions. Do you enjoy everyday tasks when it is just the
two of you alone at home reading or catching a movie on
television?
Related Link: Celebrity Engagement News: J.Lo & A-Rod Are
Officially Engaged!
3. You love yourself: It may sound cliché, but the number one
key to loving someone completely enough to commit to spending

your life with them is loving yourself. If you do not love
yourself, that negativity will seep into your relationship and
slowly pick it apart. Put your faith and love into yourself
first, then you can share your heart with your partner and
love them without holding back.
What are some other ways to know you’re ready to marry your
partner? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Jersey
Shore’
Star
Sammi
‘Sweetheart’
Celebrates
Engagement
to
Christian
Biscardi

By Megan McIntosh
In recent celebrity news, reality star Sammi “Sweetheart”
Giancola and Christian Biscardi celebrated their celebrity
engagement this past weekend, much like Jennifer Lawrence and
her fiance did. According to UsMagazine.com, Giancola’s Jersey
Shore cast mates are also excited for her engagement with
Jenni “Jwoww” Farley saying on Instagram, “Omg omg omg !!!!
I’m so freaking happy for you.”

In
celebrity
news,
Sammi
“Sweetheart” is soon to be a
married woman. What are some unique
engagement party ideas?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can always be tough to plan the perfect engagement party
that embodies both the groom and bride and is unique without
being overdone. As long as you have family and friends around

you though, it’s sure to be the perfect celebration of love
and happiness. Here are some unique party ideas:
1. First date recreation: If your first date involved
something like a movie night or a dance or two, you can
recreate your first date with friends getting involved for the
engagement party. If it’s a movie, get a projector screen and
let everyone see the movie that was there at the start of your
love story.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Celebrity Guests Party at
‘DWTS’ Pros Val Chmerkovskiy & Jenna Johnson’s Wedding
2. Picnic: A picnic is the easiest way to involve everyone
(potluck, anyone?) while still maintaining a sense of
community and togetherness. Everyone gets to involve
themselves in the meal and you can keep track of all your
guests by moving from blanket to blanket. Not a fan of sitting
on the ground? Create a fancy picnic with indoor furniture
used outside.
Related Link:Celebrity Wedding News: J.Lo Was ‘Surprised’ When
A-Rod Asked Her to Marry Him
3. A costume party: If you love dressing up as fun characters
or your engagement happens in the fall, go ahead and have a
costume engagement party. Make it themed or let your guests go
all out. Your engagement is sure to go down in history.
What are some unique engagement parties you’ve attended? Share
below!

Celebrity Couple Jennifer
Lawrence & Cooke Maroney Host
Intimate Engagement Party

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, celebrity couple Jennifer
Lawrence and Cook Maroney celebrated their celebrity
engagement in New York City on Sunday, May 12, according
to UsMagazine.com. The party was an intimate occasion attended
by their close friends and family members. They started dating
in the spring of 2018 and are now in their relationship for
the long haul.

This celebrity couple is preparing
for
their
nuptials
with
an
engagement party. What are three
types of engagement parties to
consider?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s a lot to consider when planning your nuptials, and the
engagement party is one of them! Cupid has a few ideas that
may help:
1. A formal lunch: If you’re having a large wedding with a lot
of guests, consider having your engagement party at a
restaurant that will cater to your needs. For instance,
consider a family style Italian restaurant as opposed to a
hole-in-the-wall gourmet French restaurant. Ordering
individual meals in a small space probably isn’t the best
plan.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Celebrity Guests Party at
‘DWTS’ Pros Val Chmerkovskiy & Jenna Johnson’s Wedding
2. Barbeque: A barbeque is always a great time whenever family
and friends get together. You can have a small or large
gathering of family and friends… and who doesn’t love BBQ
chicken?
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Why Harry Hamlin’s Marriage
to Lisa Rinna Works
3. A themed party: Why not have an engagement party that is
themed along with your wedding? Whether you’re breaking out
light sabers or fairy lights, a themed engagement party is
sure to be something everyone will remember.

What are some other types of engagement parties you’re
considering? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Celebrity
Guests Party at ‘DWTS’ Pros
Val Chmerkovskiy & Jenna
Johnson’s Wedding

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity wedding news, Dancing with the

Stars pros Val Chmerkovskiy and Jenna Johnson said “I do” on
Saturday, April 13th. UsMagazine.com reports that the
celebrity couple said their own vows in front of celebrity
guest costars from the ABC reality competition and other VIP
guests in attendance. And, it seems like they had a lot of
fun, too! The ceremony began at the Terranea Resort in Rancho
Palos Verdes, California. Snapshots of the event hit social
media, showing guests having fun at the wedding.

In celebrity wedding news, guests
had a great time at Val and Jenna’s
wedding. What are some ways to make
sure your wedding is fun for your
guests?
Cupid’s Advice:
Of course, it’s your day. But you also want to make sure your
guests have a fun time because it will be something
everyone remembers for years to come:
1. Make sure there is enough food: Make sure there is enough
for everyone to eat (and snap pics of the food for social
media)!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: J.Lo Was ‘Surprised’
When A-Rod Asked Her to Marry Him
2. Don’t wait too long to dance: Throw in a little salsa or
the age-old chicken dance and try to pull everyone onto the
stage after your first dance!
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Why Harry Hamlin’s Marriage
to Lisa Rinna Works
3. Add in some surprise entertainment: Pull out everything for

cornhole, giant chess or checkers, or have a wine tasting
station!
What are some ways to make sure guests have fun at your
wedding? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Nicolas
Cage Files for Annulment 4
Days After Fourth Wedding

By Mara Miller

In the latest celebrity wedding news, Nicolas Cage filed for
an annulment four days after his wedding with his fourth wife,
Erika Koike. According to UsMagazine.com, if the court won’t
grant an annulment, Cage has asked for a celebrity divorce.
Cage and Koike were first spotted together in San Juan, Puerto
Rico in April 2018.

In celebrity wedding news, this
isn’t exactly a favorable outcome.
What are some yellow flags to look
for before making a final decision
on marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s easy to get wrapped up in the idea of love and being
married to your partner. It’s not expensive to get married if
you decide to elope in the courthouse, either. But here are a
few flags you should watch out for before making the final
decision on marriage to your partner:
1. If they lie about something small: Chances are, they might
be lying about something bigger. If you feel like your partner
isn’t honest, getting married should be off the table. You
need to be able to trust your spouse.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: J.Lo Was ‘Surprised’
When A-Rod Asked Her to Marry Him
2. You WANT to be with them: One way to know that you’re ready
for marriage is that you can’t stand the thought of not being
with your future spouse. Difficulty sleeping at night when
they aren’t there or getting super excited when you know
they’re about to come home from work is a sign you might be
ready.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Katy Perry & Orlando Bloom
Are Engaged!
3. Listen to your gut feelings: Can you see yourself actually
going the distance with this person? Are you excited about
starting a life together, and having (or adopting children)
together? If your gut is telling you to run, you may want to
re-evaluate the situation.
What are some yellow flags you think you should be aware of
before tying the knot? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding News: J.Lo
Was ‘Surprised’ When A-Rod
Asked Her to Marry Him

By Megan McIntosh
According to UsMagazine.com, Jennifer Lopez was in for quite
the surprise when she went on vacation with her boyfriend of
two years, Alex Rodriguez. This celebrity couple has had us
wondering when they were going to get engaged for a while now,
but it seems even J.Lo wasn’t aware of when it would happen.
Both J.Lo and A-Rod seemed content to keep the relationship
going as it was, but on their recent vacation in the Bahamas,
A-Rod surprised J.Lo with a romantic proposal on the beach
with a beautiful ring to match the momentous occasion.

In celebrity wedding news, Alex
Rodriguez pulled off a grand
surprise for Jennifer Lopez. What
are some ways to pull off a
romantic surprise?.
Cupid’s Advice:

Though a proposal may not be the surprise you’re ready to give
your partner just yet, there are many other ways to surprise
your lover that are super romantic and keep that spark alive.
Cupid has some tips:
1. Breakfast in bed: It may seem like a stereotype, but you
can’t go wrong with breakfast in bed. You get a chance to show
off your cooking skills and make it so your partner starts
their day on the right foot. It also gives you an excuse to
spend a little extra time before you go about the normal
business of your day.
2. Get them off their feet: Surprise your partner with a day
that’s all about them. Give them a massage, make dinner, and
run any little errands they may have needed to do.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Cardi B Reveals Surprise Ways
Offset Gets Her to Relax & Unwind
3. Unexpected vacation: If you know when your significant
other has vacation days to be used, buy them a surprise ticket
to a place they’ve always dreamed of going. Plan everything
down to the last detail, but leave some room for any additions
they may want to do once you both get there. Not ready to
break the bank? Vacation in the country and stick to Airbnb, a
vacation close to home is still a vacation.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jessica Alba Celebrates Cash
Warren’s 40th Birthday with Pajama-Themed Birthday
4. Surprise party: Have a get-together or party that’s all
about your partner. If their birthday is near, then plan the
birthday party they’ve always wanted. Go all out with a theme
that let’s them really shine! If there’s no birthday party in
the near future, you can still celebrate your partner. Just
have a party or get together just to show off your love.
What are some ways you’ve surprised your partner in the past?
Share below!

Celebrity Engagement News:
J.Lo & A-Rod Are Officially
Engaged!

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity couple and celebrity wedding news,
Jennifer Lopez and Alex Rodriguez are engaged! According
to UsMagazine.com, the baseball player shared a photo of
Lopez’s left hand, which had a giant square-cut diamond ring
on it. He captioned it with, “she said yes.” The two have been
dating since 2017. Aww, congrats to them both!

This celebrity engagement was a
huge surprise to Jennifer Lopez!
What
are
three
fun
surprise
proposal ideas?
Cupid’s Advice:
Proposing should be fun and memorable. While you may not want
to get a huge ring for your partner, here are a few ways you
can get creative:
1. On a keyboard: Remember those old clacky keyboards that had
keys you could remove for cleaning? Some updated gaming
desktop keyboards can be used for this, too (fun keyboard
lights are sure to be eye-catching). Take the keys and
rearrange them to ask your partner to marry you!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justin Timberlake Posts
Adorable Birthday Message for Jessica Biel
2. On the beach: Pop the
vacation! You can do this
question in the sand, making
on your knee with the ring
fancy.

question on your summer beach
in a lot of ways: drawing the
a sculpture, or just getting down
if you don’t want to get super

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Ed Sheeran Reportedly
Marries Cherry Seaborn In Secret Winter Ceremony
3. A themed proposal: Probably one of the most fun, choose
either your partner’s favorite book, show, or movie, and theme
your entire proposal around it! Dress like Darcy and Elizabeth
from Pride and Prejudice; build some Legos into a Star Wars
themed wedding ring proposal, or put the ring in a mini Tardis
if you’re asking a Whovian to marry you.

What are some other fun ways to propose? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
Blake
Shelton Was ‘Not Given a
Heads-Up’ About Ex Miranda
Lambert’s Wedding

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Blake Shelton wasn’t told in advance about

his celebrity ex Miranda Lambert’s secret celebrity wedding to
Brendan McLoughlin. According to UsMagazine.com, a source
said, “Blake found out about the wedding at the same time
everyone else did.” The country superstar, 35, who divorced
Shelton, 42, in July 2015, revealed on Saturday, February 16th
that she had tied the knot with the New York City Police
Department officer, 27. This was the first time she had
publicly mentioned her new husband, who she began dating after
her split with Evan Felker in August 2018.

This celebrity wedding was a
complete surprise to Miranda’s
Lambert’s ex Blake Shelton. What
are some ways to be considerate
toward
your
ex
about
a
new
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s extremely difficult to deal with your ex moving on and
finding someone new. Here are some ways to be considerate
toward your ex about a new relationship:
1. Unfriend your ex: The first step to acknowledging your ex’s
new relationship and trying to be okay with it, is deleting
from your social media accounts. It’s hard to be considerate
when you still have feelings for your ex and they’re posting
photos with their new partner.
Related Link: Blake Shelton Reveals He Hit ‘Rock Bottom’ After
Split from Miranda Lambert
2. Concentrate on yourself: To allow yourself to be
considerate toward your ex and his new relationship, you have

to be mindful of yourself. Try to focus on how you’re feeling
and what you can do to stay positive.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miranda Lambert Throws Shade at
Celebrity Ex Blake Shelton With Key Lyric Change
3. Write a list: Try to remember the reasons why you weren’t
compatible and write them down. Practicing this exercise will
make you aware of why it’s a good thing that your ex has moved
on.
Can you think of some more ways to be considerate toward your
ex in a new relationship? Comment below.

Celebrity Wedding: Miranda
Lambert
Marries
Brendan
McLoughlin In Secret Nuptials

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Miranda Lambert revealed that she married
her new boyfriend Brendan McLoughlin during a surprise
celebrity wedding. According to UsMagazine.com, on Saturday,
February 16th, the country singer posted two photos on
Instagram with her groom that showed her wearing her white
lace wedding gown. She captioned the photos with the words,
“In honor of Valentine’s Day I wanted to share some news. I
met the love of my life. And we got hitched!” She added, “My
heart is full. Thank you Brendan McLoughlin for loving me for…
Me.” In her post, she included a red heart emoji and the
hashtag #theone.

In surprise celebrity wedding news,
Miranda Lambert tied the knot in
secret nuptials. What are some
benefits to a secret wedding?

Cupid’s Advice:
There are many advantages to secretly tying the knot with the
one you love. Along with many other perks, for starters,
you’ll leave out all of the pre-wedding drama and save tons of
money. Here are some benefits to a secret wedding:
1. Less outside pressure and influence: Family and friends
tend to push their wedding ideas and agendas on couples. While
meaning well, the outside influences put pressure on the
couple to choose a venue that doesn’t suit their style or
select entertainment that’s out of their budget. Having a
secret wedding relieves some of this pressure and allows you
both to focus on what’s important.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Allegedly Throws
Shade at Ex Miranda Lambert Via Twitter
2. More privacy and intimacy: A private ceremony creates
intimacy that is beautiful and unique. Without other people
around, the couple can focus on each other and are free to
write whatever they would like in their vows.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Did Miranda Lambert and
Anderson East Split?
3. Invite desired guests only: A secret wedding will give you
the ability to create a guest list that includes only your
closest friends and relatives. This alleviates the guilt and
pressure you may experience when planning a large ceremony.
Can you think of any more benefits to a secret wedding?
Comment below.

Celebrity Wedding: Katy Perry
& Orlando Bloom Are Engaged!

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity wedding news, Katy Perry and Orlando
Bloom are engaged! According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity
couple recently announced their engagement on Instagram after
Bloom popped the question on Valentine’s Day. Perry shared the
picture, too, with the caption, “full bloom.” The couple met
in 2016 at the CAA’s Golden Globes after party, where they had
a total dance-off. They called it off in 2017, but remained
friends until they rekindled their romance in 2018. It’s so
sweet to see Bloom and Perry taking their relationship to the
next level, and on the day of love, at that!

In celebrity wedding news, Katy
Perry and Orlando Bloom will be
tying the knot. What are some ways
to know your relationship is ready
for marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Marriage is a lot more than signatures on a marriage
certificate. It’s a legal commitment to each other to make
things work in good times and bad. Let Cupid give you some
ways to know you’re ready to tie the knot:
1. You’re financially stable(ish): Yuck–bills and money. Are
you comfortable about talking finances with each other? If you
can’t talk about money and bills, then getting married might
not be an option yet.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Joe Alwyn Clears Up Rumors
About Dating Taylor Swift
2. You make long-term plans together: Making a last-minute
decision to go on a date is one thing, but when you and your
partner can sit down to talk about your future plans, then you
might be ready for marriage.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: ‘BIP’ Star Taylor Nolan
Praises New Boyfriend
3. You can trust your partner: Trust is the number one key to
a healthy, long-lasting relationship and marriage. You don’t
test each other. You both know each other well that if you or
your honey go out with friends that there isn’t any worry
about them coming home at the end of the night.
Getting married is the ultimate way to show how much you love

your partner. What are some other ways you know your
relationship is ready for wedding bells? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Bachelor
Alum Arie Luyendyk & Lauren
Burnham Talk Wedding & Baby!

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity couple and celebrity wedding news,
Arie Luyendyk and Lauren Burnham have tied the knot in

a Twilight: Breaking Dawn-themed wedding. According to US
Weekly, Burnham’s wedding dress was a stunning sleeveless gown
with floral embellishments. “I love that she’s now expecting
because that, honestly did not impact the design at all,” said
Haley Paige, Burnham’s dress designer. Burnham drew
inspiration from photos of Breaking Dawn and frequently sent
them to her wedding designer. The newlyweds took photos
outside with the forest behind them in a romantic setting. One
photo even featured a hint of the baby bump! They expect their
celebrity baby in June. How exciting for them both! They have
been waiting for their special day and it sounds like it
turned out perfect.

The ‘Bachelor’ alum celebrity
wedding was stunning! What are some
ways you can have an equally
glamorous wedding without the cost?
Cupid’s Advice:
You can have your own themed wedding too! Even if you haven’t
chosen a wedding planner, Cupid thinks these ideas are super
fun and cost-effective:
1. Don’t be afraid to geek out: Are you a Star Wars and Legos
fan? If you’re going for a galactic-themed wedding, use Legos
to make your wedding cake topper. If you or your future spouse
have Legos from the Star Wars Line, you can have tons of fun
sorting through bricks and mini light-sabers together to make
a cake topper that represents you both. You can also have your
hair done like Princess Leia on your special day!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: More Details Emerge from
Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth’s Secret Nuptials
2. Go for `something simpler: Okay, so maybe you don’t want to

take your wedding theme off of Earth. Instead, you want your
own Twilight inspired wedding. You don’t need to spend an arm
and a leg on candles and lace for the bride and groom table.
Go to a craft store and buy some lace to put across the table
and, if you live in a rural area, let nature be the backdrop
for your wedding photos.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor’ Arie Luyendyk
Jr. and Lauren Burnham Are Expecting First Child
3. Be a bargain shopper bride: You don’t have to have the most
in-style wedding dress right now for your special day.
Absolutely make sure you love it before you buy it, but make
certain you’re aware of your budget and don’t shy away from a
deal. Also, keep the bridesmaids in mind if you’re going to
buy their dresses. Dress shops are bound to have dresses on
clearance as long as your girls are willing to be flexible.
The shoes don’t even have to be from the dress shop either.
Discount shoe stores sometimes have buy-one, get-one-free:
take advantage.
What are some ways you can make your themed wedding day
perfect without the cost?

Celebrity Exes: How Chris
Pratt Told Anna Faris About
His Engagement

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, Chris Pratt told celebrity
ex
Anna
Faris
he
was
proposing
to
Katherine
Schwarzenegger before the celebrity couple announced their
engagement to the world. Faris and Pratt have a six-year-old
son together and still have an amicable relationship.
According to EOnline.com, Faris responded with excitement,
well wishes, and love for Pratt and Schwarzenegger for their
upcoming celebrity wedding. Faris even went so far as to
remind her ex-husband that she is an ordained minister and
could officiate the wedding, even though she’s “not very good
at it.” It’s inspiring to see these exes open to the idea of
expanding their family and love!

Chris Pratt and Anna Faris’s
amicable relationship meant they
could talk about his engagement.

What justifies telling
about moving on?

your

ex

Cupid’s Advice:
Even though you might feel it’s not their business, there may
be times you need to let your ex know that you’re moving on.
What reasons would justify telling your ex about the details
of your new relationship?
1. You’re still friends: Not all relationships end completely
with social media and number-blocking. In some cases, you
might decide to stay friends with your ex. Maybe you work
together or have the same circle of friends and don’t want to
cause tension or strife. Letting them know you’re moving on
before anyone else can soften the blow.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jessica Alba Celebrates Cash
Warren’s 40th Birthday with Pajama-Themed Birthday
2. You have children: Whether you are just starting to date
again or are ready to propose to an amazing new person, you’re
going to want your ex to know. You will want your child(ren)
to meet them, since the person you’re in a relationship with
is now a big part of your life and theirs. Letting your ex
know before anyone else that you’re moving on will help
prevent any potential arguments and will protect your child’s
well-being.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Chris Pratt & Katherine
Schwarzenegger Are Engaged!
3. You want to let them down easy: Maybe you’ve tried telling
your ex that you’re moving on, but it’s had the opposite
effect; they think you actually want to get back with them.
It’s totally okay to let them know that you’re moving on, but
make sure you let them down easy. If you want to maintain the

friendship with them eventually, they need to know that you
have met someone else; potentially leading them on could turn
disastrous later.
What are some other reasons you might justify telling your ex
that you’ve decided to move on?

Celebrity
Wedding:
Chris
Pratt
&
Katherine
Schwarzenegger Are Engaged!

By Lauren Burczyk

In recent celebrity news, we have a new celebrity wedding to
look forward to! Chris Pratt revealed on Sunday, January 13,
that he proposed to his girlfriend, Katherine Schwarzenegger.
Pratt, 39, captioned an Instagram photo along with a ring
emoji, praying hands, and a red heart, saying, “Sweet
Katherine, so happy you said yes! I’m thrilled to be marrying
you. Proud to live boldly in faith with you. Here we go!” The
photo shows the 29-year-old author wrapping her arms around
Pratt while looking down at the sizable rock on her finger.
According to UsMagazine.com, the proposal came just days after
the Guardians of the Galaxy star posted a video that showed
him moving Schwarzenegger’s belongings out of her home in
Santa Monica, California. The celebrity couple haven’t been
dating long, but a source had said in November that they have
fallen head over heels for each other and would be engaged
soon.

There’s a celebrity wedding in the
works for Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger! What are some ways
to announce your engagement to
family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Announcing your engagement to your family and friends can be a
very exciting time. Cupid has some great ways to share the big
news:
1. Share it in an Instagram post: If you are someone who loves
to share your favorite things on social media, this is a great
way to spread the news. Simply take a selfie with your partner
and make your ring the center of attention.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miley Cyrus Confirms Marriage
to Liam Hemsworth
2. Make your pup show it off: If you’re an animal lover, it’s
a cute idea to tie the ring around your pet’s neck and let him
show it off. Share a photo on social media with your pet and a
sign next to him that says “My parents are getting married.”
Related Link: Celebrity News: Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger Are Getting Serious
3. Say it in a hashtag: If you want to take a more subtle
approach, you can use a hashtag to announce your engagement.
Find your favorite photo of the two of you and include the
hashtag #SheSaidYes or #WereEngaged, then post it to social
media.
Can you think of any other great ways to announce your
engagement? Let us know! Comment below.

Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus &
Liam Hemsworth Honeymoon in
the Snow With His Family

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworht celebrated
their honeymoon a little differently. The pair was joined by
family in a snowy location. The celebrity couple tied the knot
recently after being on and off for nine years. Cyrus was
happily sharing pictures from the honeymoon, and according
to UsMagazine.com, one of the photos was captioned, “Same S—t,
New Year.”

In celebrity news, this honeymoon
is a family affair! What are some
unique honeymoon varieties?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you change up your honeymoon? Cupid has some ideas:
1. Go on a volunteer trip: You and your partner could get
closer to each other by giving back to a community. It’ll make
both of you feel great to know you are working and helping

other people, especially when you do it together. The
volunteer work you do will definitely be a strong memory in
the relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Lala Kent & Randall Emmett
Celebrate Engagement With ‘Pump Rules’ Co-Stars
2. Find a backpacking trail: Most people opt for the “lazy”
vacation of laying on the beach or going sight seeing. You and
your partner can still sight see, but try it in a less
pampered sense. Camp and stay outside, find places you
wouldn’t normally see, and get away from the crowded vacation
spots.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: More Details Emerge from
Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth’s Secret Nuptials
3. Plan a game out of the trip: You and your partner could
make a healthy competition out of your honeymoon. Choose your
destination and make a list of tasks or items you have to get.
Keep track of your findings and create a prize for you or your
partner when one of you wins. This can make the honeymoon more
exciting and help you get to know each other as a married
couple.
How did you change up your honeymoon? Let us know in the
comments!

Celebrity
Wedding:
Details Emerge from

More
Miley

Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth’s
Secret Nuptials

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, new details and pictures emerged from Miley
Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth’s secret nuptials; numerous pictures
showing the love birds on their wedding day with friends and
family, UsMagazine.com reports. Hemworth captured a photo of
his bride Cyrus busting a move in her wedding gown. Dad, Billy
Ray Cyrus, posted of photo of the celebrity couple cutting
their cake, captioning it, “Love seeing all so happy.”

In celebrity wedding news, more

details are coming out about Miley
Cyrus’ secret nuptials. What are
some reasons to keep your wedding
under wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth are officially husband and wife
and kept their wedding day a secret from everyone. But of
course, most of us are not celebrities and there are other
explanations as to why you should keep your wedding under
wraps:
1. Drama-free: Along with all the added stress of wedding
planning comes a lot of opinions. Sometimes we get caught up
in people pleasing and forget what the day is all about in the
first place. Having a secret wedding means that you are
keeping the focus on just you and your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miley Cyrus Confirms Marriage
to Liam Hemwsworth
2. Less pressure: No matter what weddings are a big deal.
While planning your wedding issues may pop up such as inviting
people you haven’t seen in years, or a budget that keeps
expanding, you also want to impress your guest by having the
best wedding ever. Keeping that in mind you have a day that
becomes bigger than you. By keeping your wedding under wraps
it takes you out of the game of what a wedding should be. And
allows you to do anything you want on that special day.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Simmons Leaves Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic
3. Romantic: Why? Because its unexpected and different.
Weddings have become about sharing and oversharing. These days

brides post their wedding photos a day after not keeping
anything to themselves. By keeping your wedding under wraps
you protect that love.
What are some reason to keep your wedding under wraps? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Wedding:
Miley
Cyrus Confirms Marriage to
Liam Hemsworth

By Ivana Jarmon

Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth are married! In celebrity news,
after 10 years of on and off dating, the celebrity couple said
“I do” in a small intimate ceremony surrounded by family and
friends, EOnline.com reports. Cyrus posted a black and white
photo of herself dressed in a white dress arms wrapped around
her new husband Hemsworth dressed in a black suit and tie. The
pair were married in their Tennessee home, where they are
currently living following the loss of their home in Malibu,
CA. The wedding nuptials have been a long time coming since
they first met on the movie set of The Last Song in 2008.
Congratulations to the newlyweds!

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus and
Liam Hemsworth are married. What
are some ways to plan an intimate
ceremony??
Cupid’s Advice:
There is ultimately no wrong way to do a wedding, but you will
want your wedding to be intimate, meaningful and full of
memories. Cupid has some ways to plan an intimate ceremony:
1. Elope: Some of the best meaningful weddings are when a
couple get married alone (or with only a selected few of
friends and family present.) Elopements allow you to spend the
entire day with your spouse with almost unlimited timeline to
do what you please. There’s no pressure to have a big event,
you can simply choose to be.
Related Links: Celebrity News: Bethenny Frankel Credits
Boyfriend for Saving Her Life After Hospitalization
2. Destination wedding: A destination wedding allows you to
visit a new place, but also allows you to create a special and
unique experience with the people closes to you. Also, if you

want to have a wedding with fewer guest this is the way to go.
Related Links:Celebrity Break-Up: Offset Responds After Cardi
B Rejects His Grand Gesture On-Stage
3. Private vow ceremony: With this option you can have a small
intimate ceremony as well as a large party with family and
friends. You can recite your vows in private with just you and
your partner and have another ceremony that includes your
family and friends. There are a variety of ways you can go
about your ceremony it’s your wedding after all.
What are some ways to plan an intimate ceremony? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity Wedding: Lala Kent
& Randall Emmett Celebrate
Engagement With ‘Pump Rules’
Co-Stars

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Lala Kent and recent fiance Randall Emmett
rang in their engagement with close friends and family. The
pair celebrated with several of their Vanderpump Rules costars
this past weekend. The celebrity couple got engaged in
September and enjoyed their time together at a party in Los
Angeles. According to UsMagazine.com, Kent shared a moment of
reflection for her late father, saying, “Very proud of the
women that I’m becoming. And I know he feels so happy that
you’re with me.” Kent and Emmett look forward to planning
their special day.

In celebrity wedding news, Lala
Kent is relishing being able to be
in the limelight with her man
Randall Emmett. What are some

special ways
engagement?

to

celebrate

your

Cupid’s Advice:
How can you celebrate your engagement? Cupid has some
thoughts:
1. Go out to dinner with close friends: You and your partner
don’t have to have a huge celebration. Bring some close
friends together to share the exciting news rather than being
with a large crowd. The people who know you best will be the
happiest for you, and you can share with everyone else at a
later time.
Related Link: Celebrity Engagement? Jennifer Lopez Flashes
Diamond Ring at Game 2 of World Series With A-Rod
2. Have a couples weekend: Take a mini vacation with your
partner to celebrate your relationship. The two of you will
have time to spend by yourselves and really take the time to
remember why you got engaged.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Wells Adams Praises GF Sarah
Hyland One Week After Her Cousin’s Death
3. Visit the place where you had your first date: .You can
celebrate your engagement by bringing your relationship full
circle. The first date has a lot of meaning to you an your
partner and it’ll be special to go back there and celebrate.
How did you celebrate your engagement? Let us know in the
comments!

Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Did
Not
Attend
Priyanka
Chopra & Nick Jonas’ Wedding

By Gabrielle Huezo
In latest celebrity news, Priyanka Chopra and Nick Jonas tied
the knot this past weekend in India. It was a star-studded
event with all of the Jonas Brothers in attendance. Several
musical numbers were performed by the talented guests. The
couple hosted two ceremonies: a christian wedding officiated
by a pastor and a traditional Indian wedding. Prince Harry
and Duchess Meghan Markle did not attend the wedding in
India.
Many speculate that the royals did not make an
appearance because of Markle’s pregnancy.
Priyanka Chopra
attended the royal wedding at Windsor Castle back in May of

this year. Chopra and Markle have become best friends, even
though they have not known each other for very long. The two
friends have shared that they met at the ELLE Women in
Television dinner in January 2016.
This celebrity wedding won’t include the smiling faces of the
royals, unfortunately. What are some factors to consider when
you’re deciding who to invite to your wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
1. Pick the venue: Chopra and Jonas decided to have two
ceremonies and were able to have their reception and
celebrations at the Umaid Bhawan Palace in India. A
perfect place for a long guest list!
2. Consider your budget:
Celebrity weddings have the
luxury of a ton of money for the joyous occasion. But
will you be paying for everything?
If you choose a
destination wedding like Chopra and Jonas, will you pay
for anyone’s travel and stay? It might be better to
stay put and save the travels for the honeymoon!
Related
Link: http://cupidspulse.com/55477/8-things-your-wedding
-can-do-without/
3. Choose a number: Decide what kind of reception you want
to have. Small and intimate or large with excitement?
Pick how many people you want to attend the ceremony and
reception. For a small guest list stick to family and
very close friends. For a long guest list, a wedding is
a great time to invite old friends (exes?) and likable
coworkers.
Related
Link: http://cupidspulse.com/13824/prince-william-and-k
ate-middleton-invite-exes-to-wedding/
What other factors would you consider when deciding who to

invite to your wedding?

Comment below!

Celebrity Wedding: Quentin
Tarantino Marries Daniella
Pick in Intimate Ceremony

By Ivana Jarmon
Quentin Tarantino is off the market! In celebrity news,
Tarantino married his fiancée Danielle Pick in an intimate

ceremony in L.A., according to People.com. The couple posed in
front of a dramatic wall of white flowers, and Tarantino wore
a black suit while Pick wore a white dress and veil with a
sweetheart neckline and tiara. The celebrity couple got
engaged in June 2017 after dating for a year.

This celebrity wedding was small
and
intimate.
What
are
some
benefits to keeping your wedding
small?
Cupid’s Advice:
Wedding days are indeed a big day in your life, but does it
need to actually be a big affair. Cupid has some reasons why
keeping your wedding small is beneficial:
1. Less stress: The benefit of having a small wedding is
a reduction of stress you are likely to experience. Not only
will the planning process go smoothly but so should he big
day. There are fewer people to cater to. This provides you
with an enjoyable planning process instead of rushing around
at the last minute.
Related Links: Celeb News: How Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth
Beat the Odds to Become One of Hollywood’s Most Solid Couples
2. Save money: If you are working with a smaller budget, with
a wedding of fewer guest, it will allow you to go grander than
you would have with a higher number of guests. You get a
ceremony you want without having to break the bank.
Related Links: Celebrity News: Dakota Johnson Spends
Thanksgiving with BF Chris Martin Along With Gwyneth Paltrow &
Kids

3. Intimate experience: with a larger wedding thing can become
busy and impersonal. You may have family and friends attending
the big day that you haven’t seen in years, a smaller wedding
would allow you to cherish and share the special event with
those who are closest to you.
What are some reasons a smaller wedding is beneficial for you?
Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Find Out Why
Danielle
Jonas
Missed
Priyanka
Chopra’s
Bachelorette Party

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Danielle Jonas was upset over missing
Priyanka Chopra’s Bachelorette party. The first Jonas bride
was
moving
during
the
party
and
according
to UsMagazine.com, commented on Chopra’s Instagram
saying, Moving to another house stinks,” she wrote. “Wish I
could have gone. I’m glad you guys are having fun!” The party
took place in Amsterdam, Netherlands where Chopra’s celebrity
relationship with Sophie Turner, the fiance of Nick’s brother
Joe, is growing stronger. Luckily, Jonas was able to attend
Chopra’s bridal shower back in October, and is looking forward
to future events.

In celebrity news, Danielle Jonas
was a no-show at Priyanka Chopra’s
bachelorette party. What are some
ways to support your future sister

or brother-in-law?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you support your future sister or brother-in-law?
Cupid has some tips:
1. Spend time with them: This person will soon be a part of
your family, so it’s best to start including them early. It
will be reassuring for your significant other to know you get
along well with their siblings.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Mike ‘The
Situation’ Sorrentino Marries College Sweetheart
2.Get to know them: Support your future in-laws by finding out
what’s important to them. Since they will be your family
eventually, it will be nice to form a bond between just the
two of you.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Priyanka Chopra Celebrates
Bridal Shower Ahead of Wedding with Nick Jonas
3.Don’t try to hard to impress them: Let the relationship
between you and your significant other’s siblings form
naturally. Don’t force them into a relationship or constantly
flaunt yourself. You already have made your mark on the
family, so you shouldn’t have to fight for approval.
How have you supported your future in-laws? Tell us in the
comments!

Celebrity Wedding: ‘Jersey
Shore’
Star
Mike
‘The
Situation’ Sorrentino Marries
College Sweetheart

By Ivana Jarmon
The Situation aka Jersey Shore‘s Mike Sorrentino is married!
In celebrity news, Sorrentino tied the knot with his college
sweetheart, Lauren Pesce, UsMagazine.com confirms. The
celebrity couple were joined by some of their close family and
friends at The Legacy Castle in Pompton Plains, New Jersey.
The couple gushed in an exclusive statement to Us, “We are so
incredibly excited to begin our journey as husband and wife!”
Sorrentino proposed to Pesce on Valentine’s Day while she was

visiting him in Miami during the filming of Jersey Shore:
Family Vacation.

This celebrity wedding news is
super cute. What are some ways to
reconnect with a love from the
past?
Cupid’s Advice:
Cupid has some ways to reconnect with a love from the past:
1. Social media: Thanks to social networking sites like
Facebook, Myspace and Twitter, finding a long-lost love is
becoming more common. Simply by putting in what high school
you went to, Facebook will bring up a list of people you may
remember.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Is Worried Kanye
West Is Becoming ‘Unhinged’
2. It’s a small world: It really is a small world, so
networking is another way to find and reconnect with someone
from the past. Ask around to your friends and family, and
someone is bound to know a way you can get in touch.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Ryan Gosling
‘Completely Infatuated’ With Wife Eva Mendes

Is

3. How to reconnect: Try attending the same events you know
they will be at. Or, simply start an open dialogue, and make
plans to hang out casually to catch up.
What are some ways to reconnect with a love from the past?
Share your thoughts below.

